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Dear Mr Jacob Zuma,

BARBAROUS KILLING OF WHITE PEOPLE IN SOUTH AFRICA

Currently, it is the responsibility and the obligation of the ANC government to maintain peace
and law and order in South Africa. In many ways, the ANC is not successful in their endeavour
to fulfil these duties which is resulting in disastrous consequences for all the citizens in South
Africa.

One of the key issues is the fact that white people are brutally murdered by black people in the
most gruesome manner imaginable, for more than fifteen years now. As you know, the number
of people killed in South Africa, amount to more than 43 per day.

Last week, yet another farm murder took place near Lindley where three white people were
killed by black people. One of the three victims was a three year old baby girl, who was shot in
the back of her head – execution style. On Friday, a white woman was killed by black people
who hit her on her head with a 16 pound hammer. Her husband’s eyes were also removed by
the black attackers and he is in a critical condition in hospital.

These murders continue relentlessly (more than 50 000 white people were killed by blacks since
1994) and the Boer nation cannot and will not endure these terrible crimes any longer. We are
convinced that the ANC can prevent these murders providing that the political will to do so
exists, since the rate of farm murders decreased by 75% during the world Cup Foot Ball
Tournament earlier this year. 

For many years we have been exposed to the senseless killing and murder of innocent law
abiding white people, but now it has reached breaking point. We, the Boer nation, therefore
urgently request you to instruct the commanders of the black farm murderers, to discontinue
their mission to kill white people with immediate effect, at the latest on 16 December 2010.
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There after, we, the so called right wing leaders, will no longer discourage our members and our
supporters to refrain from retaliating with exponential violence, should these attacks be
continued.

To us, there is no doubt what the ANC’s convictions are in this regard – see  http://www.dienuw
esuidafri ka.com/
Nelson Mandela sings with his communist comrades about killing white people. For decades the
ANC propagated this extreme hatred towards the white minority of South Africa. These actions
have incited the murders and extreme violence being perpetrated against the white minority

We also make logical deductions of the fact that Julius Malema instigated Boer killings and he
ignored an official Court Order to cease these actions. However, only after the murder of Mr
Eugene Terreblanche, disciplinary charges were brought against Julius Malema by the ANC
and on the date of the disciplinary hearing, this charge was removed from the charge sheet. 

There is no doubt as to how we are to regard the content of this message, conveyed to the
public by the ANC in their manner of dealing with Malema’s behaviour.

The Boer people are now literally confronted with a situation where we have to choose between
waiting for our turn to be killed, or to take the power into our own hands to ensure our survival.
Most of the Boer people have chosen the latter option.

Yours faithfully

_____________________
ANDRÉ VISAGIE
LEADER / LEIER

8 December 2010

cc Minister of Police
Minister of Justice
Minister of State Security
General A Pruis SAPD
National and International Media
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